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Chapter 1 : Walking Canary Islands Guide books Maps Teide Tenerife El Hierro La Palma Madeira Fuertev
Landscapes of LA PALMA and EL HIERRO: walks and car tours. by Noel Rochford. An excellent book The size, the
balance between text and images and facts and maps makes it perfect for getting out and about.

It is vital that this Update is read in conjunction with the text of the book, but note that the Update applies only
to the edition stated and not to any earlier editions. Information has been forwarded to us by users of the book,
and Sunflower Books offers the data in good faith but cannot be held responsible for any misleading or
inaccurate content in the Update. Unless indicated otherwise, what appears here has not been verified by the
author or publisher, so please allow due caution when new or amended routes are suggested. Each piece of
information is dated; bear in mind that some of the older observations may have since been overtaken by
events or further changes. If, during your holiday, you are using the current edition of the guide and are able to
provide any additional updating to add to this page, we will be pleased to hear from you. Please send
information, preferably by e-mail, to info sunflowerbooks. The GPS information available from the
senderosdelapalma website mentioned on page 36 is straightforwardly accessed by PC users. But the Google
Earth files need converting for Mac users, as follows. Instead, click once on the address and a. The timetables
are on the official site: Unfortunately we found on arrival that the bus timetable on the website is out of date.
Puntallana â€” suggest parking by the church, rather than down steep hill with little turning room. There is a
self guided trail with interpretation boards at the salt plans at Faro de Fuencaliente. Car parking at La
Cumbrecita must be pre-booked on the internet for any visits before 4pm. After 4pm you can just drive up
there. Taxis wait at the Visitor Centre â€” 8 Euro to Cumbrecita. An alternative is to park at the Ermita de la
Virgen del Pino mentioned in walk 6 and follow a walk up 2. You cannot stop on the road from Barranco de
las Angustias to Los Brecitos and there is very limited turnaround space at Los Brecitos. This is a very
pleasant and well-marked path down passing Mna de Enrique. At the bottom turn right and then take the next
right to reach a bus stop on the main road. The left path is highlighted and described in the book. The right
path can be taken to reach Pico de la Nieve as well, although it has sharper ascent and is probably more
difficult. This right path takes you up to the GR walking route, upon reaching this you should turn left on this
route to reach the Pico de la Nieve turnoff. This comment includes the Short walk also. Bad forest fires have
affected the southern mountain range. The first part of Walk 7, Alternative walk is affected, and the short
walks, around the refugio El Pilar. However, from the same location there was a good path heading in the
opposite direction south leading to the peak called Montana de Magdalena on your map. It is likely that the
path was closed due to the fires referred to in the update above. Bus or The gully mentioned in the book is
probably the one well over to the left as you face downwards. The rest of the route is very well marked and is
much more interesting than the old main route. Timing the descent to reach the two hourly bus service on time
is difficult â€” we stopped at the final road crossing and caught the bus there as it had already left the Faro. It
cannot be caught at previous road crossings as it goes to the west side of the island. Bad forest fires have
affected the southern mountain range, especially Walk 9: This short, but very pretty walk will keep you just as
happy, and the views are tremendous! Take a walking stick! Follow the main walk for 45 minutes, at which
point the path left to Birigoyo will be closed. Once on the track 45min , follow it for a few minutes and just
after a rugged lava flow, turn left on a faint path marked with cairns. In 7 minutes you reach the rim of a pretty
crater full of pines. Turn left uphill and after another 7 minutes you reach the rim of the impressive crater of
Birigoyo 1h05min. Now turn right on a path marked with cairns, which rounds the crater on the south side.
You enjoy tremendous views to the south, east and west â€” if the weather is clear you can see both coasts.
Climbing higher, then round the crater towards the north. A steep zigzag descent follows over loose terrain,
past a smaller crater on the right. On reaching the first shrubs 1h45min the path veers to the right and zigzags
down into the forest 1h55min. Five minutes later turn left down a large firebreak, ignoring a track on the left.
It narrows to a path. Follow this straight on and, a minute later, meet your outgoing path. Follow it to the right
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for less than 10 minutes, back to the Refugio del Pilar 2h15min. We returned on the route in the book. It is
well maintained and signed and is second only to the trail down from Los Brecitos to the camp site in interest
and attractiveness. We have met many walkers using it on the two occasions we have walked it. The trail runs
from the east side of Cumbrecita down the east side of the valley running up from the Centro de Visitantes to
meet PRLP1 part of the way up from the climb to the Cumbre. This path is marked on maps as the Camino de
Gordian although it should not be confused with a similarly named track starting on the west side of
Cumbrecita going to the Mirador de la Cancelita which is not maintained and is not suitable for walkers. The
walk takes about hours and is easiest started from the Cumbrecita end. Walk through the eastern car park
following the trail to a Y-junction. Go right here at a notice board, away from the Caldera. The path follows a
ledge rising and falling with great views reaching a gallery and seat after 15 minutes and then another after
about an hour. It then descends towards the valley floor passing some water galleries and rises again until
attractive old orchards and smallholdings are passed to the right. After more rising and descending the path
makes a final long ascent to meet the ridge where PRLP1 is joined. Overall there is a descent of about feet and
rise of feet walking in this direction. The path is extremely well marked with green park boards. Taxis to Los
Brecitos now shown as operating from 8 â€” It is best started early as clouds often form around the rim of the
Caldera after mid-morning. We were lucky in being told before we attempted to set out on our arrival that the
Baranco was closed for the first three days of our stay to clear out the town water supply â€” silted up by a
previous storm. Since we were last here the trail up to Los Brecitos has been sealed with tarmac and now
ordinary taxis can make the ascent. We were charged 40 euros from Los Llanos to Los Brecitos. The track
from the camp site down to the ravine has been extensively improved and paved in parts and is now much
safer â€” where it splits, only the right hand track has been maintained. The descent to see the Cascada
Colorado is best made where a green sign can be seen well over to the left shortly before the path makes its
final descent into the ravine. The old stepping stones at Dos Aguas seem to be missing now but it was still just
about possible to cross just below the junction without getting wet feet. Further down there are green boards
marking the seven diversions up the sides but unfortunately they are easily missed as they are high up on the
ravine sides and most people are carefully watching where they are putting their feet in this section. The first
three diversions are to the left but the first two can be easily bypassed down the canyon in normal conditions.
The third to the left, fourth to the right, fifth to the left and sixth to the right are all best used and you may
easily find yourself backtracking up the canyon if you miss them. The seventh not noted in the book is to the
left just before the car park but it is usually not necessary to follow this. This follows the well-marked GR in
general. However this trail continues on a level from the point where the book trail climbs between two houses
to the road leading to the lone pine. The GR trail is considerably more straightforward and it is not clear
whether it is even possible to follow the book trail at this point now as there have been extensive
developments in this area. Access to walk 19 is only possible from the other side.
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Chapter 2 : theinnatdunvilla.com | Landscapes of La Palma and El Hierro, Noel Rochford | | Boeken
Sunflower Guide La Palma El Hierro Sunflower Guides Free Textbook Pdf Download posted by Kiara Johnson on
October 17 This is a ebook of Sunflower Guide La Palma El Hierro Sunflower Guides that visitor can be got it by your
self at theinnatdunvilla.com

Oct Updated Jul Back when people thought that the Earth was flat, El Hierro seemed to be the last place in the
west where you could sail without falling off the planet into outer space. Nowadays, travelling to this green
Canary Island is much easier. The majority of people who visit the island are independent travellers who plan
and organise everything themselves. Therein lies the true attraction of El Hierro. A Different Canary Island El
Hierro is the smallest of the Canary Islands and a mere 10, people have the privilege of calling this amazing
place home. El Hierro offers travellers a chance to get in touch with nature while travelling through these
stunning landscapes, sleepy villages and fascinating forests. The true charm of El Hierro is its completely
unique nature. On this tiny island of 30 kilometres across the landscapes and weather change constantly, a
heavy rainstorm can change into clear skies in a matter of minutes. El Hierro also has an exceptional
underwater world and an ocean full of secrets. Many divers travel here to discover the unique marine life of
the island. El Hierro opened a new hydro-wind power station in and it is already producing more than half of
the energy needed by the island. Another goal is to make people only drive eco-friendly, electric vehicles.
These important eco-projects have gained attention throughout the world and the green image of El Hierro is
attracting tourists and scientists to the island. El Hierro might just be the greenest island in the world. Striking
green foliage, misty forests, fertile valleys, volcanic scenery and privileged views of the blue Atlantic ocean
all do wonders for the soul of the traveller. It is necessary to rent a car in El Hierro in order to reach the most
fascinating places. Nevertheless, it is recommended to drive the winding, small road from El Pinar to the small
village of Sabinosa and all the way to the city of La Frontera. We recommend you to check the road conditions
beforehand because sometimes they can be closed due to landslides. Many of them have man-made stairs to
the sea to make swimming easier. Renowned for its unbeatable beaches, this island offers the perfect base for
a holiday in the Canaries and it is very easy to get to El Hierro from here. Underwater Volcano Another reason
why El Hierro is drawing international attention is because of a fascinating secret deep down in the blue
waters of the island. There is an underwater volcano pushing up from the ocean right in front of the small
fishing harbour of La Restinga. In , all inhabitants of La Restinga were evacuated when the underwater cone
started spewing a huge amount of gas into the air after a 4. The volcano gases turned the sea green and magma
bubbles could be seen right in front of the small fishing village. The volcano is getting closer to the sea level
every day and at the moment the tip is just 70 metres from the surface. Will this volcano be the next newcomer
in the Canary Islands collection? That remains to be seen. How to get there Flights and ferries go to the island
regularly and the prices of both are similar. The airline also sells flights to El Hierro from the other Canary
Islands, but there will always be a stopover in Tenerife or Gran Canaria on the way. A slower but comfortable
option is to travel to El Hierro on a ferry. The same company connects El Hierro with La Gomera island. Map
of El Hierro.
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Chapter 3 : Walking in El Hierro â€“ Sunflower Books
The best months for walking on La Palma and El Hierro are October to June. Click below to read walker's reviews and
use the 'Look Inside' feature on theinnatdunvilla.com (RRP Â£) Or, purchase the complete book as a downloadable PDF
using the Add to Basket button below (Â£10).

Unique nature in the Canary Islands: Tenerife The Canary Islands are a natural paradise with unique locations.
They provide a good chance to enjoy up to three national parks. El HierroThe landscape will impress you both
because of its volcanic origin and the effects of the wind. The surroundings are especially beautiful and hold
many magical legends. The horizontal rain phenomenon also takes place here, because of the condensation
from the clouds on the branches of the trees. Also in the north we find El Mocanal, where there is a town in its
original condition, with houses built with stone walls and rye straw roofs. Take into account that the village is
only occupied in summer and at weekends. It is an enormous unspoilt and humid laurisilva forest. One of its
most visited areas is La Laguna Grande, where the rain forms a small lake. They are three essential places to
get to know the inland landscape of La Gomera. La Punta viewpoint, on the other hand, overlooks the coast.
The island also has many marked hiking routes. If you want to discover the coast, we recommend a boat trip.
TenerifeTeide National Park clearly shows the volcanic origins of the island. There are other interesting spots
on the island. For example, the Teno Rural Park, with limited and difficult access, but affording some of the
most spectacular views in Tenerife. At the other side of northern part of the island we find the Anaga Rural
Park, near the capital, Santa Cruz de Tenerife. It is a vast rugged area which also has the so-called "path of the
senses" marked routes that take visitors to the world of laurisilva through its different textures, colours, aroma
and sound of the woods. La PalmaIt is the greenest island in the archipelago, known as the "isla bonita"
beautiful island. One of the reasons for that is the Caldera de Taburiente National Park. It is a large area
shaped as an enormous crater with a diameter of eight kilometres, and great difference in level that causes the
formation of low cloud. On the coast, the most spectacular beach is probably Nogales, situated next to an
enormous cliff.
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Chapter 4 : Download [PDF] Landscapes Of La Palma And El Hierro Free Online | New Books in Politics
Sunflower Landscape Guide - La Palma & Hierro. In natural beauty, La Palma rivals all the other Canary Islands put
together. Its immense, abyss-like crater, the Caldera de Taburiente, is considered to be the largest of its kind in the
world.

Istituto Geografico Nacional produce folded sheets of areas of interestat 1: I am afraid few of these maps are
quite up to O. These maps show hiking trails in red which can be expected to exist on the ground and be
waymarked. They also show black dotted footpaths of a less certain nature. Roads are graded to differentiate
tarmac and jeep tracks. Although in National Parks jeep tracks may have been closed to vehicle access and are
now used as footpaths. The AA now also do island maps which are quite good and detailed although they may
have inaccuracies concerning what is a track and what is a path. Tour and Trail maps at 1: All the maps are
GPS1 ready and are far more accurate and up to date than typical Spanish mapping. GPS navigator files can be
downloaded from the web, see guide books for details. Cicerone guides are usually about 12x18cmp in bw
some have a few colour pages sometimes with a showerproof cover. Sunflower Landscapes are 10x21cm p
with fold out map, colour. Collomb are usually 12x18cm p bw. Discovery Walking guides above do a series of
guide books with walk details and map extracts bars, restaurantes, buses etc. Jeep tracks and "Forestals" If you
hire a 4x4 and decide to follow jeep tracks to get to the start of walks or as an end in themselves, do bear in
mind the possibility of breakdown, always carry clothing, food and water in the vehicle. As 4x4s kick up a lot
of dust especially in the dry Canary Islands I stop or drive at walking pace when passing walkers or riders. Do
respect any signs restricting use of tracks to walkers. Many tracks are sufficiently exposed for a mistake to
result in very serious consequences indeed. In any case the degree of insurance cover may be ambiguous when
operating off tarmac, even in patently off road vehicles. Ordinary cars are not suitable for forest roads due to
the lack of robust tyres and lack of ground clearance, although you will often see the locals using them to get
to barbecue sites. Canary Islands General The Canary Islands are situated off the west coast of Africa but as
Spanish colonies enjoy infrastructure to European standards. The climate is heavily influenced by their
situation in the NE trade winds which often cause a bank of windward cloud between and metres below an
inversion. Fuerteventura and Lanzarote however, being nearer the African coast and lower in altitude are
generally less effected and may experience a hot dry "Leste" wind blowing off the coast of Africa.
Fuerteventura is virtually a desert and hardly ever enjoys rain It also has strong winds and has been described
as North Africa without the snakes. Most scheduled British direct flights go to Tenerife South Reina Sofia
airport, charters go direct to some other islands. Most inter island flights connect with Tenerife North. Car hire
companies generally do not allow cars to be moved between islands. Hotel Santa Catalina is centrally situated.

Chapter 5 : The prettiest landscapes in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Canary Islands | theinnatdunvilla.com USA
El Hierro, the least-visited of all the Canaries, at first appears to be a dried-up, sprawling mountain of rock, rising straight
from the sea, treeless and barren. But Noel reveals the island''s hidden charms - as remarkable as any in the
archipelago.

Chapter 6 : Sunflower Books Verlag | freytag & berndt - Reisebuchhandlung
Get this from a library! Landscapes of La Palma and El Hierro: a countryside guide. [Noel Rochford; Conny Spelbrink].

Chapter 7 : Canary Islands - Buy Maps and travel guides online
Landscapes of La Palma and El Hierro (paperback). In natural beauty, La Palma rivals all the other Canary Islands put
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together. Its immense, abyss-like crater, the Caldera de Taburiente, is considered to be the largest of its kind in the
world.

Chapter 8 : Explore El Hierro - The Smallest Canary Island | Spain Holiday
Plans of Santa Cruz de la Palma and Valverde (El Hierro). Free online update service with specific route change
information on the publisher's website, maintained daily. The 'Landscapes' series, with 50 destinations, has been
dubbed 'the blue Bibles' by the Sunday Times and led to Sunflower being one of only four publishers (from a field of

Chapter 9 : la palma guide | eBay
Get this from a library! Landscapes of La Palma and El Hierro. [Noel Rochford] Home. WorldCat Home About WorldCat
Help. Search. Search # Sunflower landscapes.
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